


T eddington-based Jenny Blanc Interiors has, over the past 20 years, established itself as an award-
winning interior design company with outstanding lifestyle showrooms in both West London 
and Barbados. The company works to the highest standards on projects which vary between 
town and country, traditional and contemporary in either the UK or Caribbean.

Decorating your home can be a time consuming and bewildering process and many home 
owners just don’t have the expertise or the time to devote to creating beautiful, comfortable 

spaces in keeping with their own taste and style.
The ranges of soft furnishings, furniture, fabrics and home accessories on the market are seemingly endless 

and it can be a daunting task to find and select exactly what you want at the right quality and price. Over the years, 
Jenny Blanc Interiors has established enduring partnerships with many of the leading brands and has built up an 
extensive library of the latest fabric, wallpaper and furniture collections. Clients can also select lighting, flooring, 
artwork and accessories to create a whole room scheme and the company offers excellent curtain & blind making 
and upholstery services. Most important of all, the Jenny Blanc designers have extensive knowledge of the ranges 
and are on hand to offer their expertise and advice.

Everyone should be able to have something beautiful in their home even if their budget will not stretch to the full 
interior design service. The Just Rooms service is available from both the West London and Barbados showrooms 
and is a pared down interior design service offering all the benefit of the designers’ expertise, the extensive product 
libraries and the ordering, shipping and installation of furnishings but on a smaller scale.  Whether you wish to create 
a whole new room or re-fresh and personalise an existing scheme with beautiful accessories or artwork, Just Rooms 
will help you choose the right products and make the whole process easy and trouble-free.

Head Office – Design Studio – Showroom: 59 High Street, Teddington TW11 8HA 
T: 020 8943 4440 E: showroom@jennyblanc.com

Caribbean Showroom: Sunset Crest, St. James, Barbados 
T: 1 (246) 432 0989 E:  barbados@jennyblanc.com

www.jennyblanc.com

Just Rooms at 
Jenny Blanc
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